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magine the government is constantly monitoring you — keeping track of every person
you call or email, every place you go, everything you buy, and more — all without getting

a warrant. And when you challenge them, they claim you have no right to expect this kind
of information to be private. Besides, they’re not actually listening to what you say or
reading what you write, so what’s the big deal anyhow?
Unfortunately, this scenario is more real than imaginary. Government agencies ranging from the NSA to
local police departments have taken advantage of weak or uncertain legal protections for “metadata” —
descriptive information about our phone calls, emails, location, purchases, and more — to sweep up vast
amounts of information about innocent Americans without a warrant.
Limited privacy protections for metadata may have made sense decades ago when technology to collect
and analyze data was virtually nonexistent. But in today’s “big data” world, non-content does not mean
non-sensitive. In fact, new technology is demonstrating just how sensitive metadata can be: how friend
lists can reveal a person’s sexual orientation, purchase histories can identify a pregnancy before any
visible signs appear, and location information can expose individuals to harassment for unpopular
political views or even theft and physical harm.
Two separate committees assembled by the executive branch — the President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications Technology and the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board —have
joined lawmakers, academics, and judges in calling for a reevaluation of the distinction between content
and metadata. This paper examines how new technologies and outdated laws have combined to make
metadata more important and more vulnerable than ever, and proposes a way forward to ensure that all
of our sensitive information gets the privacy protection it deserves.
For more information, please visit www.aclunc.org/tech/meta.
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INTRODUCTION
Imagine bringing a date home for dinner. You put the laptop away and mute your phone. You prepare a gourmet
home-cooked meal for two, queue up a selection of romantic songs, and pick out a movie to watch after dinner. As
the evening winds down, your heart races a bit as you go in for a kiss and wonder how your night will end.
Now imagine that someone is monitoring each and every event of your evening. Oh, don’t worry, they’re not actually
watching you or listening in on your conversation. They just know who you emailed or called just before you put your
computer away. They know what you bought for dinner and how you prepared it. They know who came over, where
he or she came from, and how long he or she stayed. They know what time you started the movie and which songs
you listened to. They even know what time you turned off the lights — and whether or not the music was still playing
when you did. And they know all of this without ever getting a search warrant.
Can they do that?
Unfortunately, the President, the National Security Agency (NSA), and federal and state law enforcement agencies
seem to believe the answer is yes.
Generally speaking, the government cannot record or obtain the contents of your communications without at least
a search warrant. But “metadata,” information other than communications content, is often treated differently
under the law. As a result, government entities ranging from local police
departments to the NSA have asserted broad authority to acquire location
information, associational data, records of purchases and financial transactions,

In the modern world,
non-content does not
mean non-sensitive.

and more, all of which can reveal intimate details of your life.
And the government doesn’t merely believe that it can collect this kind of information without a search warrant — it
is actually doing so, in quantities that beggar the imagination. Recent revelations about NSA surveillance programs
reveal that the agency has attempted to obtain information about every phone call and every Internet
communication carried by U.S. networks. Law enforcement agencies have tracked the location of individuals for
months at a time. Telecommunications companies have revealed that they respond to millions of requests for
information from law enforcement agencies at all levels, and at least one carrier provides the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) with access to records about every call that has crossed the carrier’s network since 1987. Yet despite
the obvious privacy concerns that arise from these practices, all of this regularly occurs without the judicial
oversight and checks and balances that the Constitution requires.
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In response to disclosures about the NSA, President Obama told the
American people not to worry: “We’re not listening in on your calls.”
But that is poor solace once we realize what the government is doing:
recording our presence at a hospital, a political rally, or a religious
ceremony; tracking our calls to an addiction support hotline, a job
recruiter, or a dating service; monitoring our purchases of birth control
or books on fighting depression; and far more. These details about our
physical and mental health, business and personal associations, and
financial and relationship status have been swept into databases

"We recommend that the
government should
commission a study of the
legal and policy options for
assessing the distinction
between meta-data and other
types of information.”
President’s Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications
Technologies

where they have been improperly accessed thousands of times. All this because decades-old statutes and court
decisions supposedly draw a line that wraps protection around content but leaves everything else out in the cold.
This distinction between content and metadata might have made sense decades ago when technology to collect
and analyze data was virtually nonexistent. But in the modern world, non-content does not mean non-sensitive. In
fact, the explosion of data mining, targeted advertising, and other new technologies is driven by the realization that
companies and the government can learn a great deal about an individual simply by recording his or her actions.
Lawmakers, judges, academics, and two separate committees assembled by the executive branch (the President’s
Review Group on Intelligence and Communications Technology and the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board)
have all recognized the need to reevaluate the distinction between content and metadata.
This paper contends that, in light of extensive evidence of the potential and actual abuse of metadata collection,
metadata should generally receive the same legal protection as the contents of a communication. Part I of this
paper attempts to define exactly what metadata means, highlighting the semantic and contextual difficulties with
the term itself, and examines the wide array of information that can be exposed through metadata. Part II highlights
the abuses and questionable practices that have occurred where metadata has received inadequate privacy
protections. Part III looks at recent efforts by policymakers to enhance privacy protections for at least some types of
metadata. Finally, Part IV concludes that the general distinction between metadata and content is no longer valid in
the modern world and lays out a roadmap to establish strong privacy protections for all sensitive information.
As Part I illustrates, in some cases it is not even easy to determine whether some particular piece of information is
metadata at all. But the effort to do so misses the point. What truly matters is that the law protects an individual’s
sensitive personal information, whether that information is contained within the contents of a communication or is
exposed through the collection or analysis of metadata.
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PART I: What Is Metadata, and Why Is It Important?
For purposes of this paper, we use the term “metadata” to mean “any data other than the contents of a
communication” — which, of course, leads to the natural follow-up question: what is content? Unfortunately,
answering that “persnickety, but persistent question”1 is far more challenging than it might first appear. In many
cases, there is no distinct boundary between content and metadata; in others, precisely the same information may
be content in one context and metadata in another.
What is clear, however, is that even drawing the circle around content as widely as possible leaves an incredible
amount of sensitive personal information outside of its boundaries. Information about our location derived from cell
phone towers, about our associations drawn from the To and From lines of our emails, about the items we
purchase, and more may not be the contents of our communications, but they can paint a profoundly detailed
picture of our lives. As a result, misusing or inappropriately disclosing information derived from metadata can
significantly harm both individuals and our democratic principles. As a result President Obama’s reassurance that
“we’re not listening to your calls” rings hollow — why should that console us if the exact same information can in so
many cases be extracted from our metadata?

Defining Metadata
Metadata was originally understood to mean “data about data.”2 Its modern connotation is considerably broader,
encompassing a wide range of information ranging from traditional metadata (e.g., the time a file was created) to
records of interactions (a history of login times) to simple facts about individuals (an account number or mailing
address). For the most part, metadata is defined by what it is not: the contents of a communication. Unfortunately,
that simply shifts the question from defining metadata to defining content.
One technical approach to distinguishing content and metadata is to divide
electronic communications into “payload” (content) and “delivery
instructions” (metadata). The body of an email you write, the photo you
upload, and the comment you post on a social network are the substance
of what you are communicating, and therefore content. On the other hand,
the address to which you sent that email, the account to which you
uploaded the photo, or the IP address of the computer you use to post that

“There’s not a sharp
difference between
metadata and content. . . .
It’s more of a continuum.”
Michael Morell,
former CIA official

comment may not be considered content. Even though they may convey important or sensitive information, they do
not contain the message that you are actually trying to communicate to someone else, but rather information about
the source or destination of that message.
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Although this distinction may appear clear, it quickly becomes blurry on closer examination. For example,
technically speaking, a URL is very much a “delivery instruction;” it specifies the address of the web page that you
are requesting. But it is also content: requesting a web page essentially means sending a message saying “please
send me back the page found at this URL.” In addition, a single URL reveals exactly which page was sought, and
thus exactly what content was received. As a result, at least one court has noted that URLs “may be” content,3 and
the Department of Justice requires U.S. Attorneys to consult with an expert before obtaining URL information.4
Drawing a line between content and metadata is equally difficult with other forms of communications. As any high
school senior awaiting college admissions decisions knows, the size of an envelope often says all you need to
know; does that make “envelope size” content, and if so, does the same apply to the length of an email, or the
types or sizes of any attachments? Is sending a friend request to a Facebook user content, and if so, does the
same apply to a list of your friends? If the Web sites you visit or the text of the email you send and receive are
content, what about keywords or advertising profiles generated directly from that site or email?5 If your answers to
an online survey are content, what about your inclusion on a list of individuals with a particular medical condition
based on those answers?
In addition, whether information is content or metadata can depend not only on the type of information but also on
the context in which it is created or used. This means that exactly the same information can be content in one
situation and metadata in another. For example:
Your location may or may not be content depending on context. If you call your friend and say “I am at
Starbucks,” the words you speak are content. If you use your smartphone to “check in” with Foursquare,
that check-in is also content. But many courts have held that your cell carrier’s record of the location of your
phone at the exact same moment is not content.6 And what if you take a picture or post a Tweet that you
tag (intentionally or unintentionally) with your current GPS coordinates?
The identity of your friends and contacts may or may not be content depending on context. If you write an
email stating that “John is my friend,” that statement is content. But it is less clear whether the fact that
John is on your Facebook friend list is also content, even though it conveys exactly the same message.
In far too many situations, information may or may not be considered content depending on arbitrary
interpretations or contextual factors that have little to do with the information itself. As Michael Morell, former CIA
official and member of the President’s Review Group on Communications Technologies, put it: “There’s not a sharp
difference between metadata and content. . . . It’s more of a continuum.”7 But determining that information is not
content can leave it with less privacy protection than content would receive. This remains true despite the everincreasing value and sensitivity of metadata.
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The Significance and Risks of Metadata
Even narrowly defined, metadata can expose sensitive information and present significant risks in the wrong
hands. Some metadata, particularly associational information and location information, is inherently expressive,
capable of directly exposing intimate details of an individual’s life. In addition, the rise of “big data” has led to the
development of tools that can take seemingly innocuous data points — drawn from consumer purchases, social
networks, IP addresses, and more — and use them to ferret out hidden facts about a person. Finally, metadata can
expose not only a person’s activities but her identity as well. Both well-publicized corporate snafus and academic
research demonstrate that it is often quite straightforward to take a supposedly anonymous collection of metadata
and link it back to a specific person. In other words, metadata can reveal who we are, who we know, what we do
and care about and plan to do next — essentially the same spectrum of sensitive information that could also be
contained in the contents of a communication. In fact, metadata can even reveal things that we never intentionally
communicated at all.

“Communicative” Metadata
Some forms of metadata are inherently communicative, directly revealing potentially intimate details about an
individual without requiring any extra effort. For example, knowing with whom a person communicates — and when
and how frequently — can expose a great deal of information, in some cases as much as or even more than the
contents of those communications themselves. It’s not hard to uncover an individual’s dissatisfaction with his job,
marital difficulties, or health status if you know that he is in frequent contact with a recruiter, divorce attorney, or
cancer treatment center. And it’s even easier to “infer” a person’s sexual orientation or political allegiance if you
can reveal her connection with the LGBT Choir or the local Tea Party chapter.
Location information also can communicate a great deal, presenting a direct risk to privacy and even physical
safety. Knowing where an individual is can reveal whether he is “attending a religious service or a support meeting,
visiting a doctor’s office, shopping for an engagement ring, playing hooky from work, or spending an evening at the
corner bar.”8 And because location information involves, well, location, the consequences can be far more than
merely annoying; inadvertently-disclosed location information has been linked to numerous stalking cases.9
In many other situations, isolated pieces of metadata can be immediately revealing without the need for further
analysis. The mere fact that a person purchased a pregnancy test, visited a web site focused on living with HIV, or
wrote a check for thousands of dollars to a Las Vegas casino can clearly “tell a story” with potential repercussions.
But because these pieces of data are not formally communications content, they may lack legal protection.
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Aggregate Metadata and Data Mining
Although just one piece of metadata can provide a meaningful
glimpse into a person’s private life, aggregate metadata can
reveal far more. Even small collections of metadata can expose
a great deal; if someone “can see a call to a gynecologist, and
then a call to an oncologist, and then a call to close family
members,” they likely have a very good guess as to what those
calls were

about.10

“It’s much more intrusive than
content. . . . You can see a call to
a gynecologist, and then a call to
an oncologist, and then a call to
close family members.”
Susan Landau, Security Expert

By collecting and analyzing huge amounts of

data, often of different types, companies and government actors can extract even more, including facts that
individuals consciously choose not to reveal and even patterns that they may not be aware of. For example:
Based on a woman’s purchase history, Target can not only determine that she is likely to be pregnant even
if she has not purchased any specific pregnancy-related items, but can even project the due date of her
child. In one instance, the father of a teenage girl learned of his daughter’s pregnancy because Target
mailed coupons for pregnancy-related items to his home before his daughter told him.11
Student researchers at MIT discovered that they could accurately determine the sexual orientation of an
individual based solely on an analysis of his social network connections and their profiles.12
Immersion, a tool developed by another set of students at MIT, uses basic email metadata (the addresses
of the sender and recipient and the time the email was sent) to graphically illustrate how personal and
professional networks evolve over time.13 This kind of analysis can “remind you of former loves, illustrate
the changing dynamics of your professional and personal networks over time, mark deaths and transitions
in your life, and more.”14
Computer scientists found that a person’s ethnicity and relationship status can be determined based solely
on the person’s own cell phone location information.15
Analysts with the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada determined that an IP address can be
linked to posts on online forums and usernames on other sites and services, which can expose an
individual’s professional activities and interests, religious pursuits, health and personal issues, and more. 16
IP addresses can reveal information about the physical location of an Internet user as well.
In fact, mining metadata can not only expose sensitive information about the past, it can even allow an observer to
predict future actions. For example, research has demonstrated that an individual’s future location and activities
can be predicted by looking for patterns in his friends and associates’ location history.17 A security expert also
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warned that identifying phone calls from key executives at a company to or from a competitor, an attorney, or a
brokerage can reveal the potential for a corporate takeover before any public announcement is made.18 The
possibility of not only exposing past actions but also future plans increases the risk of harm if metadata is
inadequately protected.

Metadata and Identity
Finally, metadata can be used not only to reveal a person’s activities but also her identity. In many cases, it takes
surprisingly little metadata to identify an individual. For example, according to one researcher, “[t]he way we
move . . . is so unique that four points [of location information] are enough to identify 95% of people.”19 Similarly,
researchers have been able to take “anonymized” data sets from Netflix and AOL and re-identify many of the users
whose data was released.20 As a result, metadata privacy cannot be
maintained simply by removing what is commonly known as personally
identifiable information. In fact, one researcher has asserted that “[a]ny
dataset that has enough information on people to be interesting to

Research shows that four
points of location
information are enough to
identify 95% of people.

researchers also has enough information to be de-anonymized.”21
Metadata can expose a wide range of information about an individual, from his identity to his political beliefs,
romantic entanglements, and health and financial concerns — but too often it lacks the privacy protections afforded
to communication content. Law enforcement and national security agencies have stretched even these weak limits
in their efforts to collect metadata, deploying surveillance programs that infringe on constitutional rights and have
led to numerous incidents of abuse.22

PART II: Inadequate Protections for Metadata Lead
to Abuse
There are several sources of privacy protection under U.S. law at both the federal and state level. Unfortunately,
courts and lawmakers have frequently declined to extend these protections to metadata, often based on
justifications that are increasingly inappropriate given the explosion of metadata and the tools to analyze it in the
modern world.

Laws and Doctrines that Limit Protections for Metadata
Various laws in the United States, including federal and state constitutions and statutes, strive to protect the
privacy of electronic communications, imposing strong standards including judicial oversight on any attempt to
obtain the content of those communications. However, these same laws and court decisions frequently relegate
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metadata to second-class status. In doing so, they leave the wealth of sensitive information exposed by metadata
ripe for abuse.

The Fourth Amendment and the Third Party Doctrine
The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects individuals from unreasonable searches and seizures. In
principle, it would seem that this protection would apply just as clearly to the capture and analysis of metadata as
to the interception or disclosure of communications contents. However, courts have frequently applied a judiciallycreated exception to the Fourth Amendment, called the “third party doctrine,” to hold that records of individuals’
phone calls, location, Internet use, and more collected by companies lack constitutional protection.
In most instances involving data, the applicability of the Fourth Amendment turns on whether or not an individual
has a “reasonable expectation of privacy.” The reasonable expectation of privacy test was established in Katz v.
United States, in which the Supreme Court held that an individual’s phone calls were protected from warrantless
interception even if they were made from a public telephone booth because he reasonably expected, and society as
a whole accepted, that such calls would remain private.23 However, in the 1970s a pair of pre-Internet Supreme
Court cases held that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy (and thus no Fourth Amendment
protection) for records held by a third party business.24 This doctrine, known as the “third party doctrine” or
“business records doctrine,” frequently has been applied in cases involving metadata.
The third party doctrine has been widely challenged in recent years. In fact, two district courts have recently
rejected the third party doctrine as it applies to metadata,25 and U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor has
explicitly called for it to be reevaluated.26 However, to date many courts continue to apply the third party doctrine
and state that metadata — including location records, information about emails, and more — held by a third party is
excluded from the protections of the Fourth Amendment.27

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) was passed in 1986 as a direct response to Congressional
concern that the third party doctrine would deprive Americans of their right to privacy in the emerging digital world.
ECPA protects non-content as well as content information; however, it explicitly differentiates between the two and
provides lesser protection to metadata than to content.
Under ECPA, a search warrant is required to compel disclosure of the contents of a communication that is in
“electronic storage” for no more than 180 days.28 However, ECPA allows law enforcement agents to obtain
metadata without satisfying the requirements of a search warrant. Under ECPA, a governmental entity need only
provide “specific and articulable facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that . . . records or
other information sought[] are relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation” in order to obtain
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“information pertaining to a subscriber to or customer of [an online] service (not including the contents of
communications).”29 ECPA also permits demands for specific kinds of information, including a subscriber’s device
or account address, without a court order, requiring only a subpoena to compel disclosure. As a result, state and
local police as well as federal law enforcement have broad authority to obtain metadata without a warrant.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act and the Patriot Act
While ECPA provides the framework for access to electronic information, including metadata, for law enforcement,
a separate process established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act allows the National Security Agency to
issue its own demands for information. Paralleling the lower Fourth Amendment requirements for searches and
seizures in the law enforcement context, FISA is generally more permissive than ECPA in allowing access to
information.
In particular, the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 amended FISA to give the NSA broad latitude to compel the disclosure
of “business records” in order to “obtain foreign intelligence information” or ”protect against international terrorism
or clandestine intelligence activities.”30 While FISA requires that an order compelling the disclosure of business
records be issued by a judge, the threshold for obtaining such an order is much easier to meet than that required to
obtain a search warrant. As a result, it appears that nearly 100 percent of applications for orders to compel
business records are granted even though a single order can target an entire database of records.31 The “call
record database” exposed by Edward Snowden was authorized under Section 215 of the Patriot Act.
The Patriot Act also greatly expanded the FBI’s authority to issue National Security Letters.32 These letters allow the
FBI, without judicial oversight, to compel service providers to turn over certain metadata about subscribers. They
also routinely prevent the service from notifying the subscriber about the Letter, even if the FBI does not pursue any
further investigation.

Failing Justifications for the Content/Metadata Distinction
Metadata is capable of conveying or revealing information that is in many cases just as sensitive as the contents of
a communication, yet courts and lawmakers have frequently afforded it less protection. The distinction between
content and metadata has been justified with various theories and doctrines. In the end, however, all of these
justifications suffer the same fatal flaw: an outdated assumption that individuals do not expect their metadata to
be protected. This assumption is no longer valid in the modern data-driven world.

The Envelope Metaphor: “Non-Content Is Not Private”
One of the most commonly-used metaphors to illustrate the difference between content and non-content is a letter
enclosed in an envelope. The inside of the envelope holds its contents; those contents are sealed away from prying
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eyes and thus private. The outside of the envelope, in contrast, is public; anything written there is voluntarily made
visible for the world to see.
The first problem with the envelope metaphor, and the general assumption that metadata is voluntarily exposed, is
that a great deal of metadata related to electronic devices and communications is created without the individual’s
actual knowledge, let alone consent. For example, simply carrying around a powered-on cell phone creates an
ongoing record of a person’s location (because a cell phone continuously interacts with nearby relay towers in order
to remain connected to the network). However, few users are aware of the fact that their phone is constantly
generating information about their location. And although one New York magistrate judge recently issued an
opinion “straight from the Twilight Zone” instructing users to turn off their cell phones if they want privacy, the vast
majority of cell phone users do expect privacy in their location information even with their phone turned on.33
Moreover, even users who are aware of the kinds of metadata collected and exposed by electronic communications
services have little choice as to whether to share that information. A letter can be sent without a return address and
dropped off in a mailbox, greatly reducing the possibility of connecting the sender to the recipient. It is much more
difficult, and in many cases impossible, to voluntarily decline to share information about electronic
communications. Individuals cannot make or receive a cell phone call without having that information tracked by
their carrier. Internet communications require the use of IP addresses that can be logged. Thus, there is little
“voluntary” surrender of privacy in an electronic communication analogous to the readily-available choices available
to a letter writer.
Finally, in many cases so-called “envelope data” is not in fact exposed to observers. An increasing number of
Internet sites and services use encryption to ensure that other parties are prevented from viewing not only the
“content” of an interaction (such as the photo that a user is uploading to a social network) but anything associated
with that content (such as the photo’s title, location, or timestamp). In other words, they ensure that all of their
users’ metadata are in fact “inside the envelope.”

The Third Party Doctrine: “Non-Content Is Not Yours”
A second justification offered for lesser protections for metadata derives from the fact that metadata often is not
consciously created by an individual. Instead, it may be generated by a third party, such as an online service or cell
carrier. Following this logic, courts have created and utilized the third party doctrine to hold that records held by a
third party fall outside of the protections established by the Fourth Amendment. If these records belong to the third
party rather than to the individual, the argument goes, how can the individual reasonably expect them to be kept
private?
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This justification is directly contradicted by the actions of both users and companies demonstrating that users do in
fact expect such information to be kept out of the government’s hands. Many companies recognize the importance
of building user trust by safeguarding the data entrusted to them. Companies increasingly use encryption and
security techniques to protect the data that they receive — in some cases by creating systems that prevent the
company itself from accessing user data at all.34 In addition, several companies have stated that they require a
search warrant for much of the data they retain regardless of the third party doctrine.35 Efforts to protect user data
have increased since the NSA surveillance programs were revealed.
The adoption of such policies, and the attitude of the companies towards user data, undermines the argument that
users neither expect nor deserve privacy protection for their metadata simply because that data is in the hands of a
third party. Instead, these third parties stand beside their users, supporting and asserting their users’ rights to
protect their personal information from warrantless surveillance. And such a stance further supports the contention
that users are acting reasonably in expecting their data to be protected. According to a district court judge in
Washington, D.C., the evolving relationship between users and online services has led not to a diminished
expectation of privacy but instead to “a greater expectation of privacy and a recognition that society views that
expectation as reasonable.”36

“Non-Content Is Non-Sensitive”
Finally, government officials have asserted repeatedly that metadata is simply not sensitive. In the context of the
recent NSA scandal, President Obama was quick to reassure the American people that “nobody is listening to your
phone calls.”37 Nor is he alone in asserting that information about communications and activities is inherently less
sensitive than the actual words used to communicate.
However, this assertion is in direct conflict with the ever-increasing focus on the collection and analysis of
“behavioral data” and other metadata about individuals. Metadata can reveal just as much intimate information
about an individual as the contents of her communication, including personal information about health, sexuality,
or relationships, or other sensitive information such as ongoing discussions about a corporate takeover38 or the
sources that reporters use to break news about government activities.39
As technology advances into new frontiers of our lives, it is increasingly difficult to imagine any information that
could be communicated as content but somehow impossible to obtain via metadata. Wearable devices that
measure physiological signals can potentially expose an individual’s emotional state.40 Patterns of communications
can be used to predict where an individual is likely to go in the future.41 There is simply no justification for asserting
that metadata is categorically less sensitive and thus less deserving of protection than content in the modern
world.
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Consequences of Lesser Protection: Mass Surveillance and Frequent
Abuses
Given the value of metadata and the lower threshold require to obtain it than to obtain content, it comes as no
surprise that law enforcement and national security entities frequently demand metadata from third parties. Even
so, the actual scope of these demands is astonishing, with law enforcement accessing millions of records and
tracking individuals for months at a time without a warrant and the NSA attempting to collect information about
every single phone call and Internet communication. This has resulted in uses of data, both within and outside of
the scope of agency policies, that intrude deeply on the privacy rights of Americans.

NSA Collects Records of Every Single Phone Call Carried by Major Providers
By far the most graphic example of the abuse of metadata’s weak protections is the still-emerging evidence of
massive collection of communications metadata by the National Security Agency. Documents released by
whistleblower Edward Snowden reveal that the NSA has continuously issued orders demanding records about the
parties to and duration of every single phone call carried by major U.S. telecommunication providers.42 In addition,
the NSA has apparently collected detailed location information about both Americans and foreign nationals from
companies around the world.43 A separate NSA program, since terminated, was designed to vacuum up vast
amounts of metadata about Internet activity.44
There are several different factors that have allowed these programs to expand from targeted observation of known
persons of interest to massive surveillance of the entire nation. One is the fact that the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court has accepted the NSA’s extremely broad interpretation of “relevance” and authorized demands
for massive datasets — such as records about every call carried by Verizon’s network over a 3 month period — as
long as the NSA claimed that some piece of information in the set had foreign intelligence value.45 But the
underlying cause is the lack of legal protection for metadata. In evaluating the recent Fifth Circuit decision
reaffirming the lack of Fourth Amendment protection for metadata, a former Justice Department attorney noted
that “if the Fifth Circuit had gone the other way, [the NSA] would not be able to [obtain phone call location data]
pursuant to section 215.”46 One district court, in Washington, D.C., recently held that the NSA’s metadata collection
program likely violates the Fourth Amendment — but the court’s order prohibiting continued metadata collection
has been stayed pending an appeal.47 In the meantime, the massive collection of metadata appears to be
continuing.48
Abuses of this massive dataset have already been uncovered. A recent article in the Washington Post revealed that
the NSA’s internal privacy rules (to say nothing of constitutional limits) were violated “thousands of times per
year.”49 Recent reports suggest that the NSA has provided the DEA with “tips” based on its bulk surveillance data
despite express prohibitions on such data sharing.50 The NSA has even come up with its own internal code,
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LOVEINT, to describe incidents where an analyst abused his or her authority in order to monitor a romantic
interest.51 Given the vast scope of these programs, it seems safe to assume that even more violations remain
undiscovered.

Department of Justice Seizes AP Phone Records
Just prior to the revelations concerning the NSA’s massive surveillance program, the Associated Press (AP) learned
that the Department of Justice had secretly obtained two months’ worth of calling records for 20 AP offices and
journalists.52 The seizure, conducted in the wake of a series
of leaks concerning the Central Intelligence Agency,
potentially exposed the identities of every confidential source
working with the Associated Press on any issue, as well as
insight into the AP’s activities and operations that, as the AP
asserted, “the government has no conceivable right to know.”
And while the scope of the intrusion is unsurprising in light of
more recent revelations about the NSA, the fact that a
journalistic endeavor was the specific target of the

“There can be no possible justification
for such an overbroad collection of the
telephone communications of The
Associated Press and its reporters.
These records potentially reveal
communications with confidential
sources across all of the news gathering
activities undertaken by The A.P. during a
two-month period [and] operations that
the government has no conceivable right
to know.”

investigation raises serious concerns about press freedom

Gary Pruitt, President & CEO,
The Associated Press

and freedom of expression.

Law Enforcement Collection of Location, Cell, and Online Data
While most law enforcement agencies lack both the authority and the capacity to monitor every communication in
the country, they are nonetheless able to take advantage of lax protections for metadata to acquire vast amounts
of information about individuals.
Location information has been a particular target of warrantless demands. According to Sprint’s own
representative, law enforcement agents “pinged” cell phones on the company’s network for location information
more than 8 million times over a 13 month period.53 A wide-ranging survey by the ACLU uncovered a variety of
practices law enforcement use to obtain location information; while many law enforcement agencies routinely
obtain a warrant prior to demanding location information, a larger number obtain such information without a
warrant.54
Law enforcement regularly seeks other forms of information as well. Several companies now publish “Transparency
Reports” documenting the number of demands for information about individuals that they receive.55 These reports
invariably demonstrate an increasing number of demands for information, including demands made via legal
process other than a search warrant. Letters sent by Senator Edward Markey (D-MA) revealed that
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telecommunications carriers received over 1 million demands for information (including both communications
contents and metadata) in 2012.56 And Freedom of Information Act requests exposed the “Hemisphere” program
in which AT&T employees providing Drug Enforcement Agency officers with warrantless access to cell phone
records dating back to 1987.57
In addition, law enforcement agencies increasingly collect information directly, including location information and
online data. Police across the country are using automated license plate recognition systems (ALPRs) to fill
databases with millions of records, including information about political protesters.58 Devices called “stingrays”
have apparently been used to directly locate cell phones without carrier involvement.59 And many agencies are
looking to “mine” information from social networks and elsewhere on the Internet to create robust profiles of
individuals.60
In various instances, law enforcement has collected metadata for purposes that are clearly inappropriate. For
example:
In 2010, Michigan police sought information about every single phone located near the site of a planned
labor protest without a warrant.61
A Tennessee sheriff requested the location of his daughter when she was out past her curfew.62
A police chief in South Carolina obtained four “tower dumps” providing information about every cell phone
within range of two separate cell towers after his personal vehicle was burglarized.63
Given the rise in demands for metadata and the fact that few demands for such information ever see the light of
day, this is likely only the tip of the iceberg. The only way to prevent ongoing misuse and abuse of this information is
to ensure that the privacy protections for metadata — including both limits on access to metadata and transparency
and oversight when access is permitted — match those for content.

PART III: Efforts to Enhance Protections for
Metadata
Although metadata’s protections have generally failed to keep pace with its growing value and sensitivity, courts
and legislatures have begun to erect meaningful protections for at least some categories of metadata. Metadata
related to the freedoms of expression and association in the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and various
state constitutions receives protection that often matches, and in some cases exceeds, the protections traditionally
afforded to content. More recently, state legislatures have begun to recognize the inherent sensitivity of location
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information and provide protection for such metadata. This represents a critical step in the right direction, away
from the distinction between content and metadata and towards a privacy regime that protects data based on its
sensitivity and potential for harm. The recent Supreme Court case United States v. Jones and its progeny provide
new hope for a second critical step: revising or outright rejecting the third party doctrine and clarifying that Fourth
Amendment protections apply to information, including metadata, even if it is held by a third party.

Legal Protections for Expressive and Associational Information
One type of metadata that receives significant legal protection is data concerning expressive and associational
activities. The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, enshrining the rights to freedom of expression and
association, and its state constitutional counterparts provide both the guiding principle and the legal underpinning
for many of the protections for expressive and associational data. State and federal lawmakers have expanded
upon these protections to ensure that individuals can freely distribute and receive content and form groups and
associations without the chilling effects of constant exposure of their personal information.

Anonymity and Identifying Metadata
The Supreme Court has long held that “[p]rotections for anonymous speech are vital to democratic discourse.
Allowing dissenters to shield their identities frees them to express critical minority views.”64 As a result, the Court
has consistently upheld the right to anonymous speech, striking down laws prohibiting anonymous leafleting and
clearly asserting the value of anonymity in the modern world.65
Numerous courts, including the Supreme Court, have recognized that the right to speak anonymously on the
Internet can limit the compelled disclosure of metadata identifying Internet users.66 In the civil context, there is a
consensus among the courts that the fundamental idea of First
Amendment protection of anonymous speech must be balanced
against the power of a civil litigant to obtain identifying
information.67 In addition, companies such as Twitter have
successfully challenged law enforcement efforts to unmask

"Once the government can demand
of a publisher the names of the
purchasers of his publications . . .
[f]ear of criticism goes with every
person into the bookstall . . . [and]
inquiry will be discouraged.”

anonymous online speakers.68

United States v. Rumely

Expressive Metadata
Numerous state and federal laws also protect the privacy of metadata that is related to expressive activity. These
laws recognize that such metadata may both reveal sensitive information about an individual and implicate the
freedoms guaranteed by the First Amendment.
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Decisions by federal and state courts have consistently extended constitutional protections to expressive metadata.
In United States v. Rumely, the Supreme Court found it unconstitutional for a bookseller to be convicted for refusing
to provide the government with a list of individuals who had purchased political books.69 Similarly, a D.C. district
court barred the government from compelling a local bookstore to disclose the books purchased by Monica
Lewinsky, holding that the First Amendment required the government to “demonstrate a compelling interest in the
information sought . . . [and] a sufficient connection between the information sought and the grand jury
investigation . . . .”70 The Colorado Supreme Court similarly held that book records were clearly protected under the
free speech provision of the Colorado state constitution and
subject to a heightened standard.71 And in 2010, a federal
court in the state of Washington quashed a demand for
records of Amazon customer purchases, holding that “[t]he
First Amendment protects a buyer from having the expressive
content of her purchase of books, music, and audiovisual
materials disclosed to the government. Citizens are entitled

"The First Amendment protects a buyer
from having the expressive content of her
purchase of books, music, and
audiovisual materials disclosed to the
government. Citizens are entitled to
receive information and ideas through
books, films, and other expressive
materials anonymously.”

to receive information and ideas through books, films, and

Amazon. com LLC v. Lay

other expressive materials anonymously.”72
Lawmakers have also pursued legislation in order to protect expressive metadata. The federal Video Privacy
Protection Act and Cable Act place restrictions on demands for records of video rentals and cable records
respectively.73 The California Reader Privacy Act, enacted in 2011, requires a showing that there is probable cause
to believe that evidence of a crime will be revealed, there is a compelling need to obtain such evidence, and there
is no less intrusive means of doing so, prior to authorizing the compelled disclosure of records held by physical or
online book providers.74 And nearly every state in the country has passed laws ensuring the privacy of library
records.75

Associational Metadata
Finally, the First Amendment also protects the privacy of associational information. In a seminal case, NAACP v.
Alabama, the Supreme Court held that constitutional protections for freedom of expression and freedom of
association include a right to privacy with regard to associational information.76 Thus, individuals and groups alike
have the right to protect their expressive abilities by keeping records of their members and activities private. Two
recent court cases, ACLU v. Clapper and First Unitarian Church of Los Angeles v. NSA, have expressly challenged
the NSA’s metadata collection program on these grounds.77

Legal Protections for Location Information
Not only does the improper use or disclosure of location information present a risk of exposing a wide range of
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highly sensitive information about an individual, revealing an individual’s current location can present a wider range
of threats including burglary or even physical assault. In response, courts and state legislatures have in many cases
established meaningful protections for location information.
Most significantly, the Supreme Court recently affirmed a decision holding that long-term warrantless tracking of a
vehicle was unconstitutional under the Fourth Amendment. Although the majority opinion in that case relied on a
trespass-based theory, four Justices would have held that tracking a vehicle without a warrant for an extended
period of time required a warrant even without the physical invasion of placing a tracking device on the vehicle.78 A
fifth Justice, Justice Sotomayor, not only suggested that she was sympathetic to that view but expressly called into
question the validity of the third party doctrine in the modern age.79
State courts have also addressed the specific question of location surveillance under their state constitutions. The
Supreme Court of New Jersey has explicitly applied a constitutional warrant requirement to law enforcement
demands for location information.80 The highest court of Massachusetts held that surveillance by means of a GPS
tracking device is a violation of the state constitutional right to privacy, but has not (yet) extended that decision to
all forms of location information.81
In addition, state and federal legislators have attempted to address the issue of location privacy. In May of 2013,
Montana became the first state to require law enforcement to obtain a search warrant prior to obtaining any form
of location information,82 followed by Maine later in the year.83 Several other states are considering or have
considered similar bills.84 There have also been several bills introduced in Congress to safeguard the privacy of
location information.85

Challenges to Warrantless Metadata Collection
In the aftermath of the Snowden revelations, there have been various responses to the NSA bulk metadata
programs in the courts, Congress, and even the administration. In Klayman v. Obama, the District of Columbia
District Court held that the metadata program was unconstitutional, a
decision that has impacted the discussion of the program even while
it is being appealed.86 Other direct challenges to the program,
including a lawsuit filed by the ACLU, have been filed as well.87 In
Congress, the USA Freedom Act was introduced by Senator Patrick
Leahy (D-VT) and Representative Jim Sensenbrenner (R-WI) in
response to revelations about the NSA’s bulk metadata program. The
proposed bill would prevent the bulk collection of metadata, allowing
data only to be collected about suspected terrorists or persons
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“The government surveillance
programs conducted under
the Foreign Surveillance
Intelligence Act are far broader
than the American people
previously understood. It is
time for serious and
meaningful reforms so we can
restore confidence in our
intelligence community.”
Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner (R-WI)

directly in contact with suspected terrorists.88 In January 2014, President Obama announced his intention to
examine alternatives to the bulk collection of metadata and to require court authorization for access to the current
database,89 implementing in part the recommendations of the President’s Review Group on Intelligence and
Communications Technologies.90 The Review Group’s report specifically called out the issue of metadata,
recommending that the government “commission a study of the legal and policy options for assessing the
distinction between meta-data and other types of information” including perspectives focused on privacy and civil
liberties.91 Finally, later that same month the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board issued a report questioning
both the efficacy and the legality of the NSA’s telephone metadata program and calling for its cancellation.92
In addition to responses specific to the NSA metadata program, efforts to revise or overturn the third party doctrine
appear to be gaining momentum. The prospects for meaningful reform have been boosted considerably by Justice
Sotomayor’s concurrence in United States v. Jones, where she expressly stated her willingness to reconsider the
third party doctrine and described it as “ill-suited to the digital age, in which people reveal a great deal of
information about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.”93 Some federal courts
have in fact narrowed or outright rejected the third party doctrine. In United States v. Warshak, the Sixth Circuit held
that the third party doctrine did not apply to online emails. In United States v. Powell, a court in the Eastern District
of Michigan held that the Fourth Amendment required a warrant for extended tracking of an individual’s location
even without a physical trespass.94 And in Klayman v. Obama a District of Columbia district court judge held
specifically that the third party doctrine was inapplicable in finding that the NSA’s metadata collection was
unconstitutional.95
Several states, including California, have explicitly rejected the third party doctrine in state law, holding that their
constitutional privacy protections apply even when information is held by a third party.96 These holdings not only
provide protections for citizens of those specific states, but also help to inform the national debate and provide
strong evidence that individuals do in fact reasonably expect that their information — including metadata — will
remain private even if held by a third party.

PART IV: Establishing Privacy Protections for
Metadata
Emerging legal protections for expressive and associational records and location information demonstrate that
courts and lawmakers recognize the need to look beyond the simple content/metadata distinction in certain
instances. However, the resulting patchwork regime is still likely to leave many types of metadata without adequate
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protection even if they expose exactly the same sensitive information as better-protected forms of data. Moreover,
efforts to maintain such a patchwork solution will inevitably be outpaced by new forms of metadata arising from the
rapid evolution of technology. Instead, we need an approach that is forward-looking and comprehensive: completely
abandoning the distinction between metadata and content and replacing it with robust privacy protections for all
sensitive data that better matches the modern digital world.
There are several principles that can help guide the development of such protections:
Protect Sensitive Information Regardless of Form
In order to adequately protect individual privacy, legal protections must apply to all sensitive personal information,
regardless of the type or category of that information. This is the only way to produce a forward-looking regime that
is capable of keeping pace with the rapid evolution of technology.
One example of a privacy framework that rejects the content/metadata distinction is found in California. The right
to privacy in the California Constitution, which was drafted expressly to address concerns about informational
privacy, applies to all “personal information” (information that can be linked to a specific individual), not merely
content. By basing privacy protections on information that is connected to a specific person rather than on the form
of the information, this provision supports a much more robust privacy regime than one based on the
content/metadata paradigm.
Protect Sensitive Information Regardless of Possessor or Storage Location
The idea of robust privacy protections for metadata is fundamentally inconsistent with the third party doctrine.
While there are various types of metadata that individuals generate and retain on their own device or otherwise in
their possession, the overwhelming majority of metadata is created or captured by third parties. Several states,
including California, have already rejected the third party doctrine under their own state constitution. The federal
judiciary should take up the suggestion offered by Justice Sotomayor and do the same.
Protect Sensitive Information Derived from Data Aggregation
Comprehensive protection of metadata must also take into account the fact that large sets of data can reveal
sensitive information that cannot be inferred from any specific element in that set. This means that privacy
protections need to apply not only to data directly collected from an individual but also to any inferences or
derivative information generated through the analysis of that data. And it requires carefully evaluating the
circumstances where law enforcement can compile data about individuals without any sort of legal process.
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One approach to this problem is the “mosaic theory” of privacy presented by the D.C. Court of Appeals in United
States v. Maynard. The essential holding of Maynard is that aggregating bits of otherwise-unprotected information
into a “mosaic” that can reveal far more information than the bits in isolation should trigger privacy protections.97
Thus, while a single observation of an individual in public may not be subject to Fourth Amendment protection,
focused surveillance of the individual through technological means does trigger that protection.
There has been extensive debate about the practicality of the mosaic theory. Some scholars have noted the
potential hindrance to law enforcement, arguing that officers have no way of knowing when they have crossed an
invisible threshold from the legitimate acquisition of unprotected information without legal process to a “search”
requiring such process.98 Others have expressed confidence in the ability of the courts to turn abstract concepts
into concrete rules, noting that this is precisely how current Fourth Amendment doctrines ranging from the Miranda
rules to requirements based on the “reasonable expectation of privacy” standard have evolved.
While potentially imperfect, the mosaic theory is still clearly preferable to the status quo. Like the mosaic theory,
current law has its own set of boundaries and dividing lines (such as the “persnickety, but persistent question”99
about what is and is not content) that have proven difficult to clearly define. There is no reason to believe courts will
be any less successful in creating practical rules concerning the mosaic theory than they have been under current
doctrine. More importantly, existing law is based on the content/metadata paradigm that is already outdated and
will fall further and further behind the realities of modern technology. The mosaic theory, on the other hand, offers
the potential to effectively evolve along with our society.
Provide Tools and Guidance for Law Enforcement Access to Metadata
Comprehensive privacy protections for metadata are not feasible if the protections they provide render effective
enforcement of the law impossible. Thus, such efforts must meet two criteria. First, they must provide law
enforcement with the tools necessary to protect the public. Second, they must provide law enforcement with the
guidance necessary to comply with the requirements of the law.
Lawmakers and courts should provide law enforcement with the authority needed to carry out its mission, including
identifying potential suspects or witnesses in an investigation, while ensuring that this authority does not enable
extensive metadata collection without a warrant. Courts should be authorized to provide access to narrowly-defined
categories of information such as ECPA’s “subscriber information” without a warrant as long as there are welldefined limits preventing the information from being used for other purposes or simply stockpiled. In addition, any
request for identifying information should be carefully examined to ensure that the law enforcement interest
outweighs any First Amendment consideration for anonymous speech.
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In addition, any rules that limit access to metadata must be accompanied by guidance allowing the involved parties
to follow the rules and making it clear when a search warrant is required. Fortunately, legislators and courts have
proven adept at crafting rules that are administrable and addressing problems as they arise. There is no reason
that they should be unable to do so again while creating rules that protect the privacy of all sensitive information,
including metadata.
Ensure Appropriate Transparency and Oversight
Finally, as the NSA fiasco has illustrated, privacy law’s impact will be muted if government agencies are allowed to
conduct surveillance in secret based on their own interpretation of their authority. As a result, the President’s
Review Group on Intelligence and Communications Technology has specifically endorsed greater transparency
about any ongoing surveillance programs, including metadata aggregation and analysis.100 Any future data privacy
regime must inform the public as much as possible about any planned or ongoing efforts to collect information
about individuals. This should include both mandatory government reporting akin to the current Wiretap Report101
and explicit permission for companies to produce independent transparency reports encompassing the broadest
possible set of demands for user information. Robust transparency for both the national security and law
enforcement sectors will help to ensure compliance with current law. It also will help privacy and security co-exist
and evolve together as new forms of metadata and new techniques for collecting and analyzing it emerge.

CONCLUSION
In the modern world, metadata speaks loudly. It can expose an individual’s sexual orientation, physical or mental
health issues, political or social activities, and more. Unfortunately, even though metadata can reveal just as much
about an individual as the contents of a communication, it is nonetheless treated as less important by many of our
courts and laws. As a result, the collection of metadata has allowed both mass surveillance of the U.S. population
on an unprecedented scale and abuses of this information by those in positions of authority.
There is no longer any justification for treating metadata as inherently less sensitive and less deserving of privacy
protection than communication contents. Instead, we need a modern privacy regime that protects information
based on its sensitivity, not its form. As the President’s committee report noted, this requires rethinking the role of
metadata in society and reexamining — and ultimately rejecting — legal rules based on the outdated distinction
between content and metadata.
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